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ABSTRACT

Image cropping is a fundamental task in image editing to
enhance the aesthetic quality of images. In this paper,
we propose an automatic image cropping technique based
on aesthetic map and gradient energy map. Instead of
utilizing aesthetic rules in previous methods, we learn the
aesthetic map by a deep convolutional neural network with
a large-scale dataset for aesthetic quality assessment. The
aesthetic map can highlight the discriminative image regions
for high (or low) aesthetic quality category. The gradient
energy map presents edge spatial distribution of images
and is developed to compute the simplicity of images.
Then a composition model is learned with the aesthetic
map and gradient energy map to evaluate the quality of
composition for crops. Moreover, an aesthetic preservation
model is developed to compute the aesthetic information
remained in crops to avoid cropping out high aesthetic
regions. Experiments show that our approach significantly
outperforms state-of-the-art cropping methods.

Index Terms— Image cropping, Aesthetic map, Gradient
energy map, Convolutional neural networks

1. INTRODUCTION

Image cropping is one of the most important and common
task in image editing. It mainly aims to remove unwanted
regions, emphasize the region of interest, improve the overall
image composition and aesthetics, etc. An effective and
automatic image cropping algorithm can not only help editors
save lots of time but also give some professional advices
for the editors. The main challenges in automatic cropping
image are the diversity of images, complexity of rules and
subjectivity in photo assessment [1, 2]. Some various works
have been proposed to address this issue.

Most of existing works use saliency map to identify the
main subject or the region of interest in the images [1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Then the cropped regions are computed
or selected with some rule-based methods [4, 6, 7, 9, 11]
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or learning-based methods [1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 10]. Rule-based
methods often formulate a energy or score function based
on the defined rules, such as the rule of thirds, to obtain
the optimal crop. Learning-based methods are data-driven
methods which often learn the composition or change rules
from the saliency, color and edge features. However, all
works are based on handcrafted features or rules which often
exist for assessing visual aesthetic quality [12, 13]. It is
difficult to design all the handcrafted features or rules. The
learning-based methods often lack enough training data.

In this paper, we propose a new learning-based method
for automatic image cropping. Our method is proposed to
utilize aesthetic map and gradient energy map to learn an
composition model from a large professional dataset, without
considering the saliency map and various handcrafted features
always used in previous works. An aesthetic preservation
model is also presented to preserve the high aesthetic content
and avoid cropping out the high aesthetic regions.

Aesthetic map The aesthetic map is expected to auto-
matically learn the difference between high aesthetic quality
images and low quality images. As we all know, aesthetic
quality assessment of images is a highly subjective and
challenging task [12, 13]. Early works on aesthetic quality
assessment propose to manually design features, including
color [13, 14], simplicity [15], the rule of thirds [12],
and composition [16]. Recently, deep convolutional neural
networks (CNN) [17, 18, 19] have achieved great im-
provements on aesthetic quality assessment. Furthermore,
Zhou et al. [20, 21] show that convolutional layers have
wonderful localization ability without supervision on the
location of objects. In particular, a recent work [20]
utilizes the global average pooling (GAP) layer proposed
in [22] with the process of class activation mapping to
highlight discriminative image regions for a specific category.
This simple and effective method has successfully been
applied to weakly supervised object localization [20], concept
discovery [23], weakly supervised image segmentation [24],
etc. Hence, we develop a CNN with a GAP layer (GAP CNN)
for the aesthetic quality classification task and adopt the class
activation mapping approach to learn aesthetic maps.

Since the highlighted image regions with the aesthetic
map for high aesthetic quality category are important to
identify the category, these regions are informative for
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aesthetic image analysis and can be very useful in image
editing, such as image cropping [1], image retargeting [25].
Here the learned aesthetic map is exploited in image cropping
method to emphasize and preserve the high aesthetic regions.

Gradient energy map Gradient energy map refers to the
spatial distribution of high frequency information (edge or
gradient) of an image. It is used to measure the simplicity of a
photo. We notice that although the aesthetic map from Fig. 1
can highlight the discriminative regions for high aesthetics,
the map has not the ability of accurate localization for regions.
Furthermore, the boundary simplicity (the average gradient
values along the four boundaries of a given crop) is proved to
be effective in improving cropping results [2]. The edges of
a high quality image usually are in the center of the images
and appear little on the four boundaries. While the edges of a
low quality image may be uniformly distributed on the image.
Thus we use the gradient energy map of a whole image to
computer the simplicity.

The main contributions of our work are summarized as
follows. (i) We propose to learn the aesthetic map by a GAP
CNN and the process of class activation mapping. (ii) An
automatic image cropping approach is proposed based on the
aesthetic map and gradient energy map to preserve the high
aesthetic content. (iii) Experimental results show that our
image cropping approach significantly outperforms state-of-
the-art cropping methods.

2. METHOD

In this section, we firstly introduce the technique for learning
aesthetic map, which is the key factor for our automatic image
cropping method. Then we describe our proposed approach
for automatic image cropping.

2.1. Aesthetic map learning

To learn the aesthetic map, we develop a new network using
global average pooling layer (GAP CNN) for visual aesthetic
quality classification. Then the procedure of generating class
activation maps with the GAP CNN is performed for different
aesthetic categories. Here the class activation maps for
different aesthetic categories are called aesthetic activation
maps or aesthetic maps. The aesthetic maps for a given
category indicate the regions that are important to identify the
category. In this paper the aesthetic map usually refers to the
map for high aesthetic quality category. Figure 1 illustrates
the architecture of our GAP CNN and the framework of
learning aesthetic maps.

Recently CNNs have obtained remarkable performance
on aesthetic quality assessment [17, 18, 26]. However,
these networks are not suitable for generating aesthetic
map. To utilize the localization ability of CNNs without
the supervision of aesthetic locations, we develop a GAP
CNN for aesthetic quality classification. The GAP layer
is proposed by [22] as a structural regularizer to prevent
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Fig. 1. Illustration of learning aesthetic maps.

overfitting when training. Later, Zhou et al. [20] find that
the GAP layer can also make the network keep its powerful
localization ability until the final layer with class activation
mapping. The architecture of the GAP CNN is shown in
Fig. 1. Some top layers (from Conv1 to Conv4) in the network
for aesthetic quality classification are the same as those of
the MTCNN #1 network in [26]. Different from MTCNN
#1, the last convolutional (Conv5) layer and the GAP layer is
adopted. The setup of the Conv5 layer is 32 kernels with size
3 × 3, pad 1, and stride 1. Each output result of GAP layer
corresponds to the average of one feature map of the Conv5
layer. The GAP results are taken as inputs to pass through a
fully connected (FC) layer and a softmax layer. The FC layer
has two nodes for output, corresponding to two classes: high
quality and low quality.

Our GAP CNN is trained for aesthetic quality classifi-
cation on a large-scale AVA dataset [27] consisting of more
than 250,000 images. The images are classified into two
categories: high quality images and low quality images. The
experimental setup is the same as the task of MTCNN #1 [26].
When training the GAP CNN, we initialize parameters of
similar layers with the MTCNN #1 [26]. We achieve 76.30%
for the accuracy of the GAP CNN, which is comparable with
that (76.15%) of MTCNN #1 [26].

To obtain the discriminative image regions between high
and low aesthetic quality categories, we employ the class
activation mapping technique [20] with our trained GAP CNN
model. It mainly processes the feature maps f of the Conv5
layer with the weights w from GAP results to the FC layer to
generate the aesthetic map M . For a given image, fk(x, y)
denotes the value of the k−th channel feature map at spatial
location (x, y), Mc(x, y) denotes the value of the aesthetic
activation map for class c at spatial location (x, y). Then
Mc(x, y) is computed by

Mc(x, y) =

K∑
k=1

wc
kfk(x, y). (1)
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Fig. 2. Some example images from the AVA dataset [27]. (a)
Original images. (b) Aesthetic map, (c) Saliency map, (d)
Gradient energy map.

Here K is the number of channels of the feature maps. we fix
it as 32. wc

k refers to the weight of the k−th channel feature
map for the class c. The spatial resolution of f is 13× 13.

The input of our network is a 227×227×3 centred patch
extracted from a resized image 256× 256× 3 as the previous
works [17, 26]. So the generated 13 × 13 aesthetic map M
is upsampled to 227 × 227 and the other pixels are set to 0.
From Fig. 1, we can see that the high aesthetic regions are
localized on the attractive light. They are the most relevant
to high aesthetic quality category. This is similar to human
visual system. More examples of aesthetic maps are shown
in Fig. 2(b). The maps highlight the discriminative image
regions used for image aesthetic quality classification. The
highlighted regions also mean the location of high aesthetic
regions of images. This also reveals why CNNs work well for
aesthetic quality assessment to some extent.

2.2. Automatic image cropping approach

Our proposed method for automatic image cropping is shown
in Fig. 3. At first, we introduce the two important models
in our framework: image composition model and aesthetic
preservation model. Then we describe our framework for
automatic image cropping.

Image composition model To learn a composition model,
adopted features are the key factors. Since the aesthetic
maps learned from a large-scale dataset can localize the
image aesthetics, we apply the aesthetic maps for automatic
image cropping to learn the composition of the high aesthetic
regions. Previous works [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] mainly use saliency
maps to identify the main subject or regions of an image.
However, saliency map detection is still an open problem, and
saliency regions does not consider the aesthetic factors, such
as image composition. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the highlighted
regions with aesthetic maps are the most attractive regions in
images. Compared to the saliency map generated with [28]
in Fig. 2(c), the aesthetic map has some overlap regions and
also has different regions. It is also observed that even if the
final classification is incorrect, the highlighted regions with
aesthetic maps are still informative for the ground truth class.
In addition, considering the gradient energy map can provide
accurate high frequency information on the whole image, we
use gradient energy map to learn simplicity composition of
images. It is different from the bounding simplicity [2] only
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Fig. 3. Our proposed method for automatic image cropping.

on the four boundaries. Fig. 2(d) shows some gradient energy
maps of smoothed images.

In this paper, we adopt a three level spatial pyramid
{1 × 1, 2 × 2, 4 × 4} built on the aesthetic map and
gradient energy map as the composition feature. More
specifically, the features from the pyramid of the two maps
are concatenated into a final 42-dimension feature vector.
To train our composition model, we use the well-composed
images collected from a visual aesthetic quality assessment
dataset [27] as positive samples. However, it is difficult
to obtain negative samples (ill-composed images). Since
the random crops of well-composed images are often ill-
composed, we regard them as negative samples. We train a
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier with these samples
and the composition features for binary classification. The
estimated probability by the trained SVM classifier for a given
crop C is taken as the composition score Scompostion(C).

Aesthetic preservation model To preserve the high
aesthetic content and avoid excluding the high aesthetic
regions, we present the aesthetic preservation model based
on the aesthetic map M . The aesthetic preservation score
Saesthetic(C) for a crop C is defined as the ratio of the
aesthetic value in the crop C to the total aesthetic activation
value of the original images I:

Saesthetic(C) =

∑
(x,y)∈C M(x,y)∑
(x,y)∈I M(x,y)

. (2)

Automatic image cropping method The overview of
our automatic image cropping method is described in Fig. 3.
It includes learning and inference stages. In the learning
stage, firstly we train a GAP network with the AVA dataset
for the visual aesthetic quality assessment task. Secondly,
a large well-composed image set S is prepared. Then the
aesthetic map and gradient energy map of each image in S are
computed. After that, the composition features are extracted
based on the aesthetic map and gradient energy map. Finally,
the composition rules are learned by a SVM classifier.

In the inference stage, the aesthetic map and gradient
energy map of a test image are computed firstly. Then for the
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Fig. 4. (a) The maximum overlap between the crop candidates
and the ground truth with different methods. (b) Results of
user study on Top-1 and Top-5.

crop candidates, we use a sliding window to densely sample
at 30 pixel intervals on 1000 × 1000 images. The crops
with Saesthetic(C) > δ are remained as candidates. δ is a
threshold and is set to 0.5. We select 10000 highest score for
the final crop candidates. Then compute the Scompostion(C)
of each crop candidate. At the end, rank crop candidates
based on the Scompostion(C) and top n crops are taken as
output. We set n = 5.

3. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present the experimental setup and results
for automatic image cropping.

Our automatic image cropping method is evaluated on a
recent human crop dataset [2]. It contains 500 ill-composed
photographs with manual crops provided by qualified experts.
To learn our composition model, we select 3000 images with
the highest aesthetic score in the AVA dataset [27] as the well-
composed image set for training. We implement the state-of-
the-art method in [2]. The method in [2] and our method are
evaluated on the whole human crop dataset.

To evaluate our method and other methods quantitatively,
the metric of the maximum overlap (MaxOverlap) between
the proposed crop candidates and the ground truth set (human
crops) is used, similar to the work [2]. Our proposed cropping
method is compared with those methods in [2], [3], and [5].
As shown in Fig. 4(a), our method performs much better than
the state-of-the-art method [2] on the human crop dataset. It
demonstrates the effectiveness of our image cropping method.

To further demonstrate the effectiveness of the aesthetic
map and gradient energy map, we replace the saliency map
with aesthetic map in the method [2] (Fang et al. with
aesthetic) and implement our method without gradient energy
map (our method w/o gradient). The MaxOverlap of these
methods on the human crop dataset are shown in Table 1. We
can see that the method with aesthetic map performs better
than that with saliency map. It is also observed that the
gradient energy map is effective.

Table 1. The MaxOverlap of different methods on the human
crop dataset [2].

Method Top-1 Top-2 Top-3 Top-4 Top-5
Fang et al. [2] 0.6998 0.7565 0.7843 0.8039 0.8162
Fang et al. with aesthetic 0.7282 0.7698 0.7925 0.8092 0.8228
Our method w/o gradient 0.7347 0.7799 0.8007 0.8132 0.8238
Our full method 0.7500 0.7928 0.8108 0.8255 0.8346

Fig. 5. Some qualitative results with some methods from the
human crop dataset. The first row: the original images. The
second row: the cropped results with Fang et al. [2]. The third
row: the cropped results with our method.

To validate our image cropping method qualitatively, we
show some crop results with different methods in Fig. 5.
We can see that our method can remove unwanted content
and emphasize the main subject. It also reveals that our
method obtains more aesthetic results than the state-of-the-
art method [2]. In addition, a user study is also performed
to compare our method with the state-of-the-art method [2]
and the method [2] with aesthetic map. We ask three experts
to select the best crop from the top n crop results with these
three methods. We then report the average percentage of each
method selected when n = 1 and n = 5 in Fig. 4(b). It shows
that our method performs best on Top-1 and Top-5.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed an automatic image cropping
method based on the aesthetic map and gradient energy map.
The aesthetic map is learned with a GAP CNN trained for
aesthetic quality classification and class activation mapping
technique. The maps can highlight the discriminative image
regions for a given aesthetic quality category. The gradient
energy map is used to present the spatial distribution of edges
for measuring the simplicity of images. Then a composition
model is learned with the pyramid features of aesthetic
map and gradient energy map from a large well-composed
image set. To preserve the aesthetic regions in an image
when cropping the image, an aesthetic preservation model is
presented. Experiments have shown that our image cropping
approach outperforms the recent methods quantitatively and
qualitatively. In the future, we will explore other useful
aesthetic information for image cropping.
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